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The Sterling Way


At Sterling, we’re more than an IT solutions provider—we’re a team of passionate innovators and committed problem solvers. Our commitment to ethics, consistency, and transparency drives everything we do, shaping our approach and defining our success. This brief glimpse into who we are barely scratches the surface of our journey and our achievements. Want to delve deeper? Discover the full spectrum of the Sterling experience. Explore Our Story.





Our Story
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Your Transformational Partner


At Sterling, we view ourselves as more than just an IT solutions provider—we’re your partner in digital transformation. Through our collaboration, we strive to redefine your IT capabilities, optimizing them for efficiency, reliability, and innovation. Our expert team works with you, harnessing the power of advanced technology to unlock your organization’s full potential.
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Partnership Driven					

Your success is our success. We build relationships, not just systems, ensuring you have a partner invested in your growth.






                                                                  				


Innovation Focused					

We leverage the latest technologies to deliver creative, forward-thinking solutions that drive your business forward.






				


Security Minded					

Safeguarding your digital assets is our top priority. Our comprehensive security solutions are designed to protect your data and reputation.






				


Results Oriented					

With our solutions, you get more than just IT services. We deliver measurable results that contribute to your bottom line.








Experience
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Discover the Sterling difference with our core capabilities, each designed to redefine your IT experience. From creating dynamic digital workspaces to ensuring robust security, from modernizing your infrastructure to enhancing connectivity, from leveraging the power of the cloud to providing comprehensive IT services, we’ve got you covered. Explore each pillar to see how Sterling’s innovative solutions can transform your business. 
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Markets


Explore Sterling’s specialized IT solutions across diverse markets. Whether you’re in the Federal, State, Local and Education (SLED), or Commercial sector, we’re equipped to deliver customized, industry-specific IT services that drive efficiency and innovation. Choose your market to discover how Sterling can empower your organization.







Federal				





State, Local, and Education				





Commercial				

With over two decades of experience in the Federal market, Sterling is a trusted partner for comprehensive IT solutions. Our mission-focused approach, coupled with our extensive buying power across multiple OEMs, enables us to deliver solutions that optimize budget utilization, enhance operational efficiencies, and reduce risks. Our expert team of solutions architects, many holding top-level security clearances, navigate the complexities of Federal IT, providing unmatched guidance and hands-on support.




								


Consultative Approach					

We partner alongside Federal agencies, aligning our skillsets with their needs to craft the right solution for every customer.






                                              				


Secure Supply Chain					

We uphold secure supply chain practices, ensuring our customers receive secure, compliant products, whether it's simple device procurement, large-scale deployments, or infrastructure modernization.






				


Federal Contracts					

We hold a wide range of Federal contracts across the Defense, Civilian, and Intelligence sectors, reinforcing our commitment to the Federal market.









Sterling is committed to supporting the vital work of state and local government agencies and educational institutions. We understand the unique challenges these entities face and offer tailored IT solutions to meet their evolving needs. Our team helps navigate budget constraints and complex demands, leveraging our buying power with multiple OEMs to deliver valuable IT products and services. We’re here to assist in defining, deploying, and supporting solutions that optimize budget dollars, maximize operational efficiencies, and reduce the risks involved with procuring complex technology solutions.




				


State and Local Government Support					

We empower state and local government agencies with robust IT solutions, fueling their mission to serve communities effectively.






                                    				


Education Sector Solutions					

We work alongside educational institutions, helping them adapt to evolving curriculums, standards, and teaching best practices. Our solutions architects provide year-round support, making the procurement process seamless.






                                              				


Secure and Customized Solutions					

We uphold best practices for a secure supply chain, delivering secure, customized solutions that support your mission and ensure the safety of your IT environment.









At Sterling, we understand the diverse needs of commercial enterprises across various sectors, including healthcare, finance, retail, and more. We’re here to supplement your IT department and drive business efficiency. Our customized solutions provide unmatched support and innovation. Whether it’s enhancing patient care in healthcare through seamless integration of IT systems, improving transaction processing in finance, or driving digital transformation in retail for enhanced customer experience, Sterling is your partner in industry-specific IT innovation.




							


Customized IT Solutions					

We deliver tailored IT solutions that align with your business goals and industry requirements, driving efficiency and innovation in your operations.






										


I.T. Security and Compliance					

We prioritize your data's security, offering solutions that protect your information while ensuring compliance with industry-specific regulations.






				


I.T. Consultation and Support					

Our team of IT experts is ready to provide consultation and hands-on support, helping you navigate the complexities of IT and make informed decisions.

















Latest Blogs


Keep up with the latest news and insights from Sterling. Stay connected, stay informed.
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Announcements


Sterling Receives ESGR’s Pro Patria Award			


Read More »		


April 3, 2024		
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Awards


Sterling Honored by Northrop Grumman for Supplier Excellence			


Read More »		


March 20, 2024		
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Awards


Sterling Earns Placement on CRN’s Tech Elite 250			


Read More »		


March 19, 2024		
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Blog


Sterling Unveils New SkyWave Solution, Powered by NVIDIA Technology			


Read More »		


March 19, 2024		








Ready to Transform Your IT Landscape?


Experience the Sterling difference today. Let us partner with you to drive your business forward with our comprehensive, customized IT solutions. Whether you’re looking to enhance efficiency, improve security, or innovate your operations, Sterling is ready to help.





Request a Quote
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PO Box 1995
303 Centennial Drive
North Sioux City, SD 57049
877.242.4074
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Get the latest tips, tricks, and updates from Sterling!
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